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Tomatoes
East
• Rounds- In addition to the already light production due to cooler temps, Hurricane Irma
stopped packing in some areas due to power outages. We are in a situation where demand
exceeds supply, thus driving prices up a few dollars. Note that because of Irma, we are
expecting a very light crop in October and potentially November. Quality is still very spotty
overall and changing daily. The VA fall crop is expected to begin first harvest within the next 7
days.
• Romas- Cooler temperatures are still impacting yields and resulting in less volume in Alabama
and Tennessee. Irma’s shift in direction also made an impact on the eastern availability. FOB
prices are up about $2.00 and quality is fair to good due to rain.
• Grapes- Light and scattered volume from VA, AL, NC & TN is driving FOBs upward. North FL
is/was expected to begin new crop pending the effects from Irma – TBD.
• Prices are up slightly due to the summer crop from VA, TN, NC & AL winding down. Quality
remains fair to good as this crop has seen an abundance of rain and summer time heat.
• Cherries- Supply and demand remain in equilibrium. Quality is mostly good, however, some
issues in the form of shorter shelf life can be apparent.
West/Mexico
• Rounds- Yields continue to remain low due to weeks of 100+ degree heat waves causing
FOBs to increase a few dollars. Some growing areas experienced a heavy hail storm this past
week, which has put those growers out of the game. Quality is spotty from the southern region
due to the heat, however, the northern areas seem to be producing a little better quality
because they haven’t seen as high of temps. Volume is expected to remain light throughout
the rest of the season. MX fall harvest is expecting to begin at the end of September or early
October.
• Romas- Northern areas are expected to begin within the next few days which will help volume
in about a week or so. However, until then, MX & Baja regions are still coming up with light
yields, putting upward pressure on FOBs for next week. Fall crop is expected to begin towards
the end of September.
• Grapes- Tropical Storm Lidia made landfall in a large portion of the Baja grape region,
resulting in little to no product harvested. Thus, driving prices up significantly.
• Cherries- Tropical Storm Lidia made landfall in a small portion of the Baja cherry region,
resulting in limited supplies. FOBs are up slightly. Some quality issues in the form of short shelf
life can be apparent, but overall quality is good.

*NOTE: Hurricane Irma’s impact will be apparent for dry veg throughout the end of the year. In addition
to that, eastern growing regions are still experiencing spotty but heavy thunderstorms. Therefore, we
suggest that dry vegetable inventories be kept as tight as possible until we work through this product.
Green Bell Pepper
East- Low FOBs due to great supplies coming from MI, NJ, VA, & SC. Volume is expected to slow down
as the cooler temps settle in. Rain is resulting in variable quality. GA is expected to start in about 2-3 weeks,
pending weather.
West- CA producing ample supplies and great quality. FOBs are relatively unchanged.
Red Bell Pepper
West- Supplies are steady with good quality. The market has hit its peak and will mostly likely start to
rise as supplies tighten up.
Yellow Squash
East- Summer production is winding down and soon will begin to transition to fall crops in more
southern regions. FOBs are steady and quality remains fair at best with signs of heavy wind scar and bruising.
West- Summer production is winding down from Santa Maria and the transition to Fresno & Hermosilla
is beginning. FOBs are steady and quality remains fair at best with signs of heavy wind scar and bruising.
Green Squash
East- Summer production is winding down and soon will begin to transition to fall crops in more
southern regions. FOBs are steady. Quality is fair to good showing trouble signs in the form of short shelf life &
wind scar.
West- Summer production is winding down from Santa Maria and the transition to Fresno & Hermosilla
is beginning. FOBs are steady. Quality is fair showing trouble spots from wind scar and lack of firmness due to
heat.
Cucumbers
East- Very light supplies due to cool temps in MI, SC, NC & NJ. NC fall crop has fair volume & GA is
just beginning. Quality is looking decent at this time, however, we could see issues soon due to Irma.
West- Tropical Storm Lidia resulted in lighter cucumber production and damage to the crop. Some new
crop acreage is expected to start within 7-10 days. FOBs are up. Quality is fair, showing trouble spots in the
form of soft ends and short shelf life.
Eggplant
East- Good volume and steady pricing is coming from mostly MI, NJ & SC. GA starting to come into the
market place as their new crop begins. Quality is good.
West- Solid volume from the west with good demand is resulting in a steady market. Quality is fair with
concerns present due to heat.
Jalapenos
East- Steady prices driven by both good supply and good demand are present. Quality remains good.
West- FOBs are steady throughout the transition which should go on for another 10 days
approximately.
Beans

East- Rain in TN has slowed production, however prices are steady and quality are still good.
West- Watsonville volume and quality are great, however, some questionable quality remains in the
marketplace. Pricing is steady.

•

Eastern Growing Region(s) Weather Forecast:

•

Western Growing Region(s) Weather Forecast:

Code to Color Alerts:
Market generally with-in normal ranges and steady from last week for both pricing and quality. Any price changes
can be expected to be $2.50 or less with no major changes in quality. Also, no change in the growing region(s) and no
news that could drastically affect pricing in the future.
Some news included concerning the market that may indicate a moderate change in pricing and/or quality. FOB
pricing is generally up or down between $2.50 and $5.00 from the previous week. It will also be used to indicate news
that may have a drastic impact on the price, quality and/or availability in future weeks (versus the following week). Finally,
this color will also be used to indicate a commodity that continues to be outside the normal range as far as price, quality
and/or availability.
News included that indicates a major change in the market from the previous week as far as pricing, quality and/
or availability. May see price changes, up or down, in excess of $5.00 per case. This color will only be used to indicate a
major change from the previous week.
Important note: This market report is only a snapshot of the various commodity markets as of the morning of the date of
the report. When we expect a trend to develop, we will express that expectation. However, commodity markets are
subject to actual supply and demand levels and can change quickly due to weather and other unforeseen factors.
Therefore, please be aware that markets may change from the time this report is published and the time prices are set for
the following week. If such changes are dramatic, we will publish a revised market report.

